Molecular knot with nine crossings: Structure and electronic properties from density functional theory computation.
The electronic structure of a molecule with nine-crossing composite knots 973 link denoted by the Alexander-Briggs notation (complex-1) are studied by means of theoretical methods (DFT). The most interesting feature of this kind of molecules is their capability to capture anion spices inside the cage. Stability and chemical reactivity were evaluated taking advantage of the criteria chemical hardness and chemical potential. The simulation of the infrared spectra is also included and shows the characteristic signal of the molecule in a range 1000-1600 cm-1. The frontier molecular orbitals were also analyzed. Whereas the capability to capture chlorine ion into the cavity of the complex-1 is explored by means the analysis of bond energy. Also, the electron density distribution of the chlorine complex was studied by means the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) formalism in order to stablish its bonding properties as well as the electron transfer between chlorine ion and complex-1 which was approached by the natural bonding orbital (NBO) and Hirshfeld charge. Ours results revels semiconductor behaviors for both compounds.